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It's the burning question on every hungry diner's mind: where should we eat tonight? Here,
we're helping you answer that question with a roundup of new and notable openings of the
past month. Check them out in the slide show and map below, starting with the most recent
openings at the top.

Want the latest openings delivered directly to your inbox every week? Sign up for our weekly
openings and closings bulletin here.
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Gerard •  5 months ago

Selecting the right music for a restaurant or an event is like pairing wine with dinner.
http://gerardcarelliorchestra.... …

Hide summary
 △ ▽  
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Paros Tipota •  a month ago

Great dumplings, especially the dumpling itself. The filling is fine, but the stuff that
holds the filling is superb. I could do without the music. a very friendly staff.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Paros Tipota •  a month ago

I should have said that this is about Mimi Cheng's Dumplings. Don't miss it!
 △ ▽  
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 RELATED ARTICLES YOU'LL ENJOY

Bar Hugo

Stylish West SoHo rooftop lounge atop the Hugo Hotel offering drinks and small plates.

525 Greenwich St.; 212-608-4848

Belgian Beer Cafe

Long-anticipated resto-bar offering an all-Belgian beer list plus mussels, steaks and other hearty eats in
spacious surroundings. Read more here.

220 Fifth Ave.; 212-575-2337 
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